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Do you know a male between the ages of 18 and 35 that is desperately in need of NOT being

single? Man Meets Stove is a comedy cookbook for men who've never cooked anything without a

microwave. We wrote the Man Meets Stove cookbook as we had observed that the

men-desperately-in-need-of-cooking-help market was vastly under served. The number of college

students surviving on dried noodles and corn chips is just appalling. We are here to help. Man

Meets Stove will help men cultivate skills, cooking and otherwise, that will assist them in their

fledgling attempts to date women. You can thank us later, ladies. The cookbook includes the

following tutorials and recipes: - Oils and other lubricants - Bacon, the other spice - Jet Fuel for the

Revolution - Drunk Broccoli - Eggscellent Eggs - Grilled Cheese Sandwich Three-Way - Roast

Beast - Chicken and other Vegetables - Heart Attack Hollandaise - Spicy Bacon Candy - Wake Me

Up Before you Go Go Brownies (Caffeinated Brownies) ....and others. Every recipe comes with its

own song dedication. It is an eclectic mix, with a slight emphasis on 80s pop and hair bands. We

apologize for sticking slightly with what we know.
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Jim is a Generation X-er, but his soul, presuming he has one, was born by parts of the British

Hegemony, the Industrial Revolution, and the Age of Enlightenment. He learned at an early age that

specialization and conformity were for ants, and has lived his life accordingly. Jim likes his metal

heavy, his food good, and his clay centered. He has loved women in his life, but none more so than

his lovely wife, the Teutonic Goddess. He has built cars, broke them, and built them up again,



sometimes with only a can of ether and a roll of binding wire. He can butcher a tenderloin, guide you

across Montana on foot, and end the day with a great taco: see the video at

www.manmeetsstove.com/videoz. Jim earned his B.S. in Geology way back in 1991, but, not to

worry, he started college at age 5. He has spent the last 20 years cleaning up the land. A lifelong

student of Robert A. Heinlein, GÃƒÂ¶del, and Otto Heino, Jim mostly uses his powers for good;

well, *usually* may be a better term. Jim is a man to have at your back in a tussle, but only if you

want to win now, and win all the later fights now as well. He likes his problems solved, and laid to

rest. Jim makes a fantastic grilled dinner, so most people just count that as a win. ___ Thomas was

born of religious royalty, but not in a manger. His career got off to an auspicious start at the age of

11. Mowing lawns was honest labor, and it paid for the extreme book habit. He did well in high

school, better still with the fairer sex, despite devoting not inconsiderable time playing apocalyptic

role-playing war games with Jim. He won the ladiesÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ hearts by being a nice guy.

Revolutionary. His college years involved the pursuit of an engineering degree and a lovely

redhead. He graduated with both. His other lifelong loves are chocolate and cheese. He can change

a clutch in 20 minutes, and cook a turkey in 45. See www.manmeetsstove.com/videoz. For the

turkey, not the clutch. His iPod has the complete works of J.S. Bach, INXS, and perhaps Cherry Pie.

He had a bad influence in his life. This trend continues. His light reading includes books on the

number zero. As a bionic man, he is living the future he read. An engineer of great water and

greater iron, city building departments tremble at the mention of his name. Thinking positive is his

actual career. That engineering thing is just a hobby with benefits. Author. Baker. Cook. Poet. Not

necessarily in that order.

I bought this for my husband, both because I enjoy giving him humorous gifts, and because I

actually would love for him to be able to cook something besides eggs. This cookbook is definitely

aimed more at single guys (they speak of "landing chicks" and the like) but it's funny and well written

:) I'll be buying copies for my brothers!

Bought this for my boyfriend, he loves it! A previous review says that it doesn't give measurements,

only suggestions (eg "a pinch") - it actually does give the measurements in the preamble...it's worth

the read, even if you never cook

This is a playfully pithy primer for anyone who wants to learn to cook, or to cook better. The recipes

in this book encompass the basics, but expand into readily attainable creative cuisine that appeals



to more experienced cooks. With a boisterous take on the basics, the two author-buddies entertain

with their banter while dispensing truly good cooking advice, and wonderfully funny relationship

anecdotes as well. My husband and I laughed until we cried in some places, and have named this

the amuse-bouche of our cookbook collection!

Funny "boomerang" gift for my husband for Christmas. Useful for at least a conversation piece!

It's a good beginner cookbook if you really want to learn to cook. You have to like lots of food to

actually use it though. I bought it for my BF who is totally inept in the kitchen and he got some

pointers about the basics of cooking, but a lot of the recipes are kind of fancy and he wouldn't eat

them. But if you like fruit and want to impress the ladies (according to the book) it's for you!

A quality "guide for dummies" style book for guys like me learning to cook for the first time. A

recommended addition for any guy new to cooking.

This is the funniest cookbook I have ever read, yes you can and need to read it! I laughed so much,

maybe a few blushes, it was written primarily for men, but it is seriously funny and very clever. I'm

hoping that it will introduce my man to the stove and that this book with be a food splattered,

permanent fixture on our kitchen bench! Thanks boys ;)

I can't get enough of this book! It is HILARIOUS!!! NOT- for youths though! Definitely for 20's age

and up. I bought it for my older brother who never cooks. I think he will love it. Simple Recipes.
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